Holistic Approach Supporting National Standards to Empower Planning, Training and Recovery Management Efforts

The world is changing faster than ever and unfortunately, disaster can strike even quicker. Emergency management is crucial, so if your job is to protect and keep people safe, then you need to be able to properly understand and use every resource available to you and your community when the worst occurs.

GP Strategies® is the premier provider of performance improvement strategies and tools for emergency management preparedness, and for hands-on recovery following an event. We are emergency management services consultants equipped to help prepare local, state, federal and partner organizations with any event: natural disasters, terrorism, and health pandemic.
Emergency Preparedness

GP Strategies can improve your agency’s capability to effectively respond to emergencies and reconstitute government services following a disaster. Our emergency management professionals support you to empower planning, training, and response capacity.

Recovery and Resilience

We integrate corporate core competencies of training and performance improvement to support capacity building within organizations and communities. We leverage our corporate capacity in engineering and project management to expedite reconstitution of services.

Program and Project Management
From project controls to procurement, design, and construction management, our team integrates federal grant requirements into the construction process—whatever the scale of project, from concept to occupancy—so you don’t have to worry about losing funding.

Capacity Building
We integrate local organizations and agencies with the ability to ramp up and contribute to disaster recovery efforts. As we map out the critical skills and knowledge necessary, we focus on options to build capacity through hiring, partnering, and contracting.

Grant Development and Administration
Recovery Managers are positioned across the country ready to immediately begin coordinating grant development efforts. Recovery Administrators organize and process data so federal grants can be expedited.

Technical Assessment
Recovery Specialists with expertise in civil and structural design, MEP engineering, and cost estimating are on-call to deploy into damage assessment teams.

Risk, Regulatory, and Compliance
Develop governance, risk management, and regulatory compliance strategies to keep pace with new legislation and stakeholder expectations.

Consulting Services
Recovery involves all aspects of a community, so a variety of experience is required. We pull from a broad range of resources to supply the necessary expertise.
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